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Cryptocurrencies: Fad or Forever?  
 
Cryptocurrencies’ frenzied sell-off recently reminded market participants of its still uncertain status over 
broader acceptability and regulatory concerns. A substantial fall in cryptocurrencies last week raised concerns 
about their potential as mainstream investments. Bitcoin prices crashed by 30% while ether prices crashed by 
~40% last week. 

 
In this report, we try to answer some of the key questions around cryptocurrencies and Central Bank Digital 
Currencies (CBDCs). 

1) Latest movement in crypto market? What swung the crypto markets last week? 
2) Are cryptocurrencies a fad or here to stay? 
3) Is Bitcoin a good store of value/safe haven asset? 
4) Bitcoin: Hedge against other asset classes? 
5) Cryptocurrencies: Facts and difference between key cryptocurrencies 
6) Cryptocurrencies: Time to take it seriously? 
7) Central Bank Digital Currencies: Drivers and benefits 
8) Inflationary impact of Central Bank Digital Currencies 
9) India RBI’s stance on Digital Currency 

 

#1. What swung the crypto currency market last week? 

• Bitcoin’s price dropped to a low of USD 30,000 on 18-May-21, 55% lower from its high of ~USD 65,000 in 
mid-April 2021. Ether’s price dropped to USD 2059 on 23-May, 50% lower from its high level of USD 4143 
on 11-May-21. 

• ~USD 780 bn has been wiped off the market capitalization of the entire crypto market from 17th May till 24th 
May 2021 (source: CoinGecko) 

 
Tesla chief Elon Musk, a big crypto investor and evangelist said that the company would stop accepting 
Bitcoin payments. The People’s Bank of China banned cryptocurrency to be used as a form of payment, 
highlighting the regulatory risk hanging over cryptocurrencies. In addition, China also announced that it 
will crack down on Bitcoin mining and trading activities. Separately, the US Treasury Department called 
for new rules (on 20th May 2021) that would require large cryptocurrency transfers to be reported to the 
Internal Revenue Service. (Federal Reserve had earlier flagged the risks cryptocurrencies posed to financial 
stability) 
 
Such dramatic reversal in cryptocurrency prices (following Tesla chief’s tweet and regulatory changes) 
and a fall in market capitalization to the tune of ~ USD 800 bn in the last week raises question if 
cryptocurrencies are a fad or are here to stay. In addition, huge swings in crypto value raises questions 
on its function as a medium of exchange. Current market capitalization of crypto currencies eased to USD 
1.47 trn on 24th May-21 vs. ~USD 2.6 trn as of 12th May-21 (source: CoinGecko). 
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Bitcoin price movement 

 
Source: Reuters and HDFC Bank 

 

# 2. Are cryptocurrencies a fad or here to stay? 

Speculative: It’s all about the attention? 
 
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are not backed by physical assets, and are more like speculative assets (Fed 
chair, said at a virtual conference on digital banking hosted by the Bank for International Settlements, March 
2021) Huge swings in Bitcoin and Ether prices highlight the speculative nature of the asset. To recall, Tesla’s 
February statement (highlighting company’s embracement of the Bitcoin) sent it to a high of USD 65,000. 
However, Bitcoin price fell sharply (in mid-May 2021) after Tesla chief Elon Musk expressed concerns over 
its power consumption and said that the company would no longer accept Bitcoin as payment. Speculation 
in the market that Musk might unload his bitcoins holding worth USD 1.5 bn added further pressure on the 
price of Bitcoin. However, a tweet indicating his support for bitcoin helped the assets reverse some of its 
losses. 
 
That fact there is a strong correlation between bitcoin prices and google searches indicates that it is perhaps 
more of a fad. The bottom-line is that it seems to be highly speculative.  

Bitcoin prices likely to be driven by internet attention (Monthly google trends for searches using 
‘bitcoin’ as keyword) 

 
Source: Google trend, Reuters and HDFC Bank 
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But returns have been high 
On the other hand, the fact that cryptocurrencies are one of the best performing assets, with Bitcoins returns 
at 10869% since 2015 as compared to the returns of 102% of S&P, 184% of NASDAQ and 59% of gold, in the 
same time period make a case for Crypto believers that  Bitcoin will grow in importance as an asset class. 
Furthermore, an increasing appetite for cryptocurrencies as gauged by number of addresses1 with non-zero 
balance (Bitcoin: number of addresses with non-zero balance stood at 33 mn as of Dec-20 as compared to 3.9 mn 
addresses in 2014, Ether: number of addresses with non-zero balance stood at 40 mn as of May-20 as compared to 0.03 
mn in 2015), might suggest that cryptocurrencies are here to stay and are not going away in a hurry. 

 Bitcoin Ether Dogecoin S&P NASDAQ Gold 
Returns in 2021 
(till date) 

 
36% 

 
272% 

 
7544% 

 
17% 

 
6.0% 

 
0.2% 

Source: Reuters, HDFC Bank 

 

 

Bitcoins: Number of addresses with non-zero balance 
rose to 33 mn in 2020 

Number of block chain wallet users rose to ~73 
mn in May-2021 from 5.3 mn in 2015 

  
Source: Glassnode and HDFC Bank  

Note: Data is as of year-end 
Source: Statista and HDFC Bank 

Note: Data is as of year-end 
 

 

                                                            
1 Bitcoin address indicates the source or destination of a Bitcoin payment 

Dogecoin: Started as a joke, now has market cap of USD 45 bn  

Dogecoin was started in 2013 as an inside joke, making fun of the speculation in cryptocurrencies at the time. 
Currently, Dogecoin is a publicly traded digital asset, with a market capitalization of USD 45 bn.  

• Dogecoin was made popular by the Reddit practice of tipping – the act of rewarding people on the 
web for doing ‘good deeds’ 

• Price of Dogecoin depends on narrative. There are no fundamentals behind it that can sustain prices. 
• Market capitalization rose to an all-time high of USD 46 bn in May-21 from USD 593 mn in Dec-20  
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Bitcoin transactions per day remained in a 
narrow range in May-21 despite heightened 
volatility 

Market Capitalization of Cryptocurrencies (in USD 
bn) 

 

  
Source: Blockchain and HDFC bank 

 
Source:  CoinMarketCap and HDFC Bank  

 

#3 Bitcoin a good store of value/a safe haven asset?   

Bitcoin is often touted as a potential replacement for the traditional metals as a store of value. However there 
are problems. 
 

• Bitcoin price is highly volatile - price volatility is higher than other safe haven and riskier assets. The 
standard deviation of Bitcoin daily returns is much higher as compared to other riskier assets such as 
S&P, NASDAQ and safe haven assets such as the  US 10-year yield, Gold and the DXY. 

• Concentrated ownership: One contributing factor to the extreme volatility levels is likely to be the 
asset’s fragility (Greenwood and Thesmar, 2011) associated with highly concentrated ownership as 
more than 94% of all Bitcoins are held by just 2.14% of accounts. 

 
Volatility:  Bitcoin (BTC) is highly volatile as compared to other riskier assets  

 
Source: Reuters and HDFC Bank Calculations 

(time period: Jul 2014 to May-21) (BTC= Bitcoin, DXY = Dollar Index) 
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Price levels are rebased to 100. Bitcoin price rose 
& fell substantially as compared to other assets 

High volatility of Bitcoin as gauged by 
standard deviation of monthly returns 

  
Source: Reuters and HDFC Bank Source: Reuters and HDFC Bank 

 

#4. Bitcoin: A hedge against other asset classes? 

Like gold, Bitcoin can evolve into a major asset class. Interestingly, we find a positive correlation between 
gold and Bitcoin’s daily returns. Though the correlation was weak to start with but it has been rising.  

There is an increasing concern in the market that the heightened volatility in the crypto currencies is likely to 
spill into other financial markets. Given the fact that the correlation between bitcoin prices and other assets 
(US stocks, bond and the DXY) is weak, we reckon that the volatility in the crypto currencies will have not 
have a significant impact yet on other financial assets. Therefore, from a portfolio diversification perspective 
it has the properties of being a good hedge. 

Low but rising correlation between gold and Bitcoin prices 

 

Source: Reuters and HDFC Bank 

Correlation (Daily returns of Bitcoin and other assets) 
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Source: Reuters and HDFC bank calculations 

 

#5. Cryptocurrencies: Facts and difference between key crypto currencies 

Bitcoin (BTC): Some facts 

• Is the supply infinite? No. Bitcoin has a finite supply. There are only 21 million bitcoins that can be mined 
in total. As of Feb-2021 end, ~18.64 million bitcoins have been mined implying that ~ 2.3 million bitcoins 
are yet to be mined.  

• Mining rewards: The mining process rewards miners with bitcoins upon successful verification of a block.  
• Validation: it takes ~10 minutes for a bitcoin transaction to be validated, and the average fee stands at 

~USD 17. 

 

• Supply: Extrapolating the current rate of adjustment of block awards, last bitcoin is likely to be mined in 
2040. 

 

• What happens when bitcoin supply reaches 21 million? Miners are likely to participate and validate 
new transactions since every Bitcoin transaction has a transaction fee attached to it. Transaction fee is 
likely to increase as bitcoin price rises and as the transactions on the blockchain also rises. 

 

Dogecoin: Some facts 

• Is the supply infinite? Yes. 
• Mining rewards: 10,000 Dogecoins are awarded to miners every minute. At the current pace of mining, 

10,000 new Dogecoins are released in block per minute. ~14.4 mn new Dogecoins are released every single 
day, or 5.2 bn per year.  

• Mining difficulty rose to a two-year high (at present) as a result of an increase in price. This is pushing 
Dogecoin mining profitability to record highs thereby attracting more miners to the network. 
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Crpyto currencies: Comparison 

 

Source: CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko and HDFC Bank 

 

#6. Crypto: time to take it seriously? 

The prospect of competition from cryptocurrencies has prodded central banks to design their own digital 
currencies, which will be backed/controlled by the central banks.  

Global Experience: The Bahamas rolled out a central bank digital currency in Oct-20, Sweden has completed 
a technical pilot while China is conducting real-world trials for its digital yuan in cities including Shenzhen, 
Suzhou, etc. On the other hand, European officials want to launch a digital euro by 2025 while the UK 
government has launched a ‘Britcoin’ task force and the US is carrying out research to test the credibility of 
CBDCs program.  

China: Digital Currency 
• The Digital yuan is a version of fiat Chinese currency deployed on block chain. The block chain is 

permissioned, implying the central bank decides who can use it. 
• Progress: China announced the success of a pilot in Suzhou city. 1,81,000 people were given 55 yuan 

worth of money in digital wallet to spend at a participating outlet in the first week of May-21. 
• Digital yuan is trackable by the Chinese government, giving policymakers data on consumer choice 

made in the economy. 
• The digital yuan is being trailed cross-border between Hong Kong and Shenzhen. 
• China is developing a platform for making digital yuan internationally viable 
• According to the news reports, a national rollout seems foreseeable within 1 year 

• The Fed will publish a research paper on CBDCs in 2021. 
• The pandemic accelerated the use of contactless payment. A Fed digital dollar could provide 

competition in retail payments. 
• CBDC to be a compliment, not a replacement for cash 
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CBDC research and pilots around the world 

 
Source: Rise of the central bank digital currencies: drivers, approaches and technologies, BIS working paper No 880, R Auer, G 

Cornelli and J Frost (2020) and HDFC bank 
 

#7. Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC): Drivers and benefits  

CBDC is the electronic equivalent of cash in the banking system issued by a central bank. The virtual 
currency will be backed by a suitable amount of monetary reserve like gold or foreign currency reserves. 

 
Drivers for Issuing a CBDC: According to a survey of central banks in the Bank for International Settlement 
(BIS) Committee  on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI) in 2019, the motivation to issue CBDC is 
different for Advanced Economies (AEs) and Emerging Markets (EMs).  

• AEs: The central banks are researching CBDCs to promote safety and robustness and domestic 
payment efficiency  

• EMs:  Financial inclusion is one of the main motivations in addition to domestic payment efficiency 

Differences between CBDC and Cryptocurrencies 

• CBDCs would be centralised and regulated by a central bank. However, cryptocurrencies are decentralised 
and the authority is delegated to the user base. 

• Anonymity: CBDCs user will have their identity tied up to an existing bank account . Crypto users enjoy 
anonymity. 

• CBDC will have the support and backing of a central bank. Once introduced, CBDCs will allow both retail 
and wholesale payment. Cryptocurrencies are private sector issued or minted – not represent the liability 
of any government or central bank. 

• CBDCs to have lower volatility and greater security as compared to the highly volatile cryptocurrencies 
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Source: CPMI survey of central banks, Boar at al (2020), BIS Working Paper No 880 Rise of the central bank digital currencies: 

drivers, approaches and technology, 2020 
 

Benefits of digital currencies: 

• Reduces the cost of managing and transferring cash 
• Financial inclusion: Those who are unbanked can get easier and safer access to money on their phone 
• Improves cross border payments efficiency: ‘A future CBDC may offer needed functionality and controls 

that could transform the role of central bank money in international transactions, reduce risks and increase 
efficiencies of cross-border and offshore payments’ (CBDC: Changing the geography of central bank money, 
Mandeng May 17th 2021) 
 

#8. Can CBDCs be inflationary?   
 
While we do not know what impact the digital currencies will have on monetary policy actions and inflation, 
but one channel through which digital currencies could limit the impact of monetary policy tightening on 
inflation is by reducing the commercial banks deposit funding. 
 
Theoretically, when inflation rises, the central banks drain out excess liquidity in the system by selling 
government and corporate bonds to the banking sector. Tighter monetary conditions help to control the 
inflation. Once CBDCs are introduced, assuming that money in commercial bank accounts are converted to 
electronic cash, commercial banks would lose deposit. In this situation, monetary policy mechanism might 
become limited due to lower deposit funding.  In such a scenario, if central bank sells government and 
corporate bonds to control inflation, the commercial banks (whose deposit have reduced) might use their idle 
cash with the central bank to purchase bonds. Systemic liquidity does not get reduced by a significant amount 
therefore, the impact of monetary tightening becomes less effective.  
 
Additionally, CBDCs could speed the delivery of directed stimulus (helicopter money) to support the 
economy during a crisis/economic stress, thereby creating upward pressure on prices. 
 

#9. RBI’s stance on Digital currencies (Crypto and CBDCs) 

Crypto: The RBI in 2018 banned banks and other regulated entitles from dealing in transactions related to 
bitcoin and other crypto currencies as it poses a threat to financial stability . In March 2020, the Supreme Court 
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overturned the ban and allowed lenders to extend banking facilities for such transactions. According to 
industry estimates, there are ~10 mn crypto investors in India with total holdings of ~USD 1.36 bn. The RBI 
has often voiced its apprehensions about cryptocurrencies.  

India: Crypto Snapshot 

Cryptocurrency 
Holders 

Total asset 
holdings 

Daily trading 
volume 

10 mn USD 1.36 bn USD 35-500 mn 
Source: Media articles, HDFC Bank 

CBDCs: The RBI has indicated that it is ‘very much in game’ and the work is in progress to launch CBDC. In 
its report on Currency and Finance, 2020-21, the RBI said that a “CBDC can be designed to monitor 
transactions, promote financial inclusion by direct fiscal transfer, pumping central bank ‘helicopter money’ 
even direct public consumption to a select basket of goods and services to increase aggregate demand and 
social welfare.”  

 

The verdict: 

Like most conventional investors, we are yet to reconcile the often-conflicting properties of cryptocurrencies. 
Yes, they help to hedge against sharp movements in other asset classes but its own volatility that seems to be 
driven primarily by transient bouts of intense interest (the number of Google searches for instance or a tweet 
from a major investor) is a bit of a dampener. However with Central Banks stepping into the Crypto game, 
essential properties like limited supply of legacy Cryptos, this is a space that needs to be watched closely. We 
think it is just a matter of time before Indian investors have legal access to Crypto plays. 
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Treasury Economic Research team 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Disclaimer: This document has been prepared for your information only and does not constitute any 
offer/commitment to transact. Such an offer would be subject to contractual confirmations, satisfactory 
documentation and prevailing market conditions. Reasonable care has been taken to prepare this document. HDFC 
Bank and its employees do not accept any responsibility for action taken on the basis of this document. 
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